
Electrolytes for Cleaning & Polishing

Best quality as usual
in a brand-new outfit

With Reuter electrolytes you clean and polish super fast in one step. 
Afterwards the surface is protected against corrosion – immediately.  

Not least, the high processing speed is due to the formula: we use only best-quality 
natural mineral acid. In contrast to many other manufacturers, we do not use cheap 
additives (such as surfactants, stabilizers, citric or sulfuric acids). And that‘s why 
our electrolytes are guaranteed non-toxic: the mineral acid used is approved as food 
additive E338 – for example for cola drinks.

We have now given our electrolytes a new outfit: super-tight bottles and canisters 
with UN hazardous goods approval, indestructible, in fashionable Reuter orange. 
And because the new bottling plant is working so fast, there are even real price 
advantages – look out for the inexpensive new packaging units (next page).
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Cleaner
The electrolyte for cleaning and passivating TIG welding seams with light 
to normal tarnish. Especially suitable for matt and grinded surfaces. 

SuperCleaner
The electrolyte for cleaning and passivating TIG and MIG welding seams with normal 
to strong tarnishing. Especially suitable for shiny, brushed and polished surfaces.

Polisher
The electrolyte for cleaning, polishing and passivating TIG, MIG and MAG welding seams 
with normal to very strong tarnishing. Especially suitable for shiny and polished surfaces. 
Also very suitable for quick cleaning. 
Switch to AC (alternating voltage) when cleaning, polishing only with DC (direct voltage).

We ship 1l bottles in boxes of 8, 5l canisters in boxes of 4 and 25l canisters in full layers of 12 on Euro pallets. 

Cartons can be shipped as „Limited Quantity“ (LQ) with UPS; this is permitted by the hazardous goods 

regulation up to 30 kg gross and under 5 litres in individual containers. 25l canisters must always be registered 

as dangerous goods, marked accordingly and shipped with a forwarding agent.  

All prices are ex works plus VAT and freight. Subject to price revisions – status January 2020.

Get the security data sheets 

directly on your mobile phone – 

just scan the QR-Code

The number of the 

UN dangerous goods approval 

is stamped on the containers.

SPECIAL PRICE!
1-Liter-BottleCleaner from

 9 €

 * Due to ADR regulations for shipping limited quantities, Polisher 5 litre canisters are only filled with 

approx. 4.4 litres net. This way we stay below the 30kg limit per package in the LQ range for the 4x5L carton.

Packaging Units (PU) & Prices

Item no. Description Quantity €/Unit PU €/Unit PU €/Unit PU €/Unit

EP-04-130 1 liter bottle 1 13,50 8 * 40 * 120 *

EP-04-041 5 liter canister 1 49,00 4 * 64 * 128 *

EP-04-140 25 liter canister 1 220,00 12 * 24 * 48 *

Packaging Units (PU) & Prices

Item no. Description Quantity €/Unit PU €/Unit PU €/Unit PU €/Unit

EP-04-131 1 liter bottle 1 17,50 8 * 40 * 120 *

EP-04-042 5 liter canister 1 79,00 4 * 64 * 128 *

EP-04-141 25 liter canister 1 330,00 12 * 24 * 48 *

Packaging units (PU) & Prices

Item no. Description Quantity €/Unit PU €/Unit PU €/Unit PU €/Unit

EP-04-132 1 liter bottle 1 24,00 8 * 40 * 120 *

EP-04-043 5 liter canister* 1 109,00 4 * 64 * 128 *

EP-04-142 25 liter canister 1 440,00 12 * 24 * 48 *

Price list Electrolytes

* prices on request

* prices on request

* prices on request




